
Abstract Englisch

In this contribution vve present some work of the R&D European project “L1RICS” and 
of tlie ISO/TC 37/SC 4 committee related to the topic of interoperability and re-use of 
language resources. We introduce some basic mechanisms of the Standardization work 
in ISO and describe in more details the general approach on how to cope with the an- 
notation of language data within ISO.

Abstract Deutsch

Unser Beitrag beschreibt aktuelle Arbeiten des europäischen Projekts „L1RICS“ und des 
ISO-Ausschusses ISO/TC 37 / SC 4 zum Thema Interoperabilität und Wiederverwend-
barkeit von Sprachresourcen. Neben einer allgemeinen Einführung zu den Mechanismen 
der Standardisierung bei ISO präsentieren wir einige ISO-Vorschläge für die Standardi-
sierung der Annotierung von linguistischen Daten.

1 Introduction
The production, processing, use and re-use of multilingual 1 inguistic data constitute 
a time-consuming and eostly part of the daily work in the language industry. There 
is a eritieal need for established Standards to enable the interoperability and re-use of 
multilingual data and 1 inguistic processing tools in order to facilitate processes such as 
localization and machine translation.

The European R&D project LIRICS (Linguistic Infrastructure for Interoperable Re-
sources and Systems, see http://lirics.loria.fr) hasbeen addressing this issue,and has been 
providing industry-validated Standards for language resource management, approved for 
the time being at various levels of development by the ISO (International Organization 
of Standardization) technical committee for Language Resources Management (ISO/TC 
37/SC 4, http://www.tc37sc4.org/). The development levels for ISO Standards are1:

1. NWI: New Work Item. This document contains the proposed scope and contents
of a newly suggested topic for Standardization. If there is sufficient interest (of
at least tive nations) in this subject, the document will be advanced to a working
draft.

I The following descriptions are based on definitions provided in the glossary of the ProS- 
TEP iViP Association, see http://www.prostep.Org/de/glossar/a.htm.
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2. Wl): Working Draft. The Working Draft document is derived from the NWI and
contains the essential technical contents of the future Standard. This includes the
coordination of different technical approaches.

3. CI): Committee Draft. This document is the first Version of a part of the future
Standard, which is internationally voted.

4. DIS: Draft International Standard. This level emerges from the CD stage through
agreed changes and additions.

5. FDIS: Final Draft International Standard. The Final Draft International Standard
is an optional stage in the Standardization process. Normally, (he FDIS stage is 
only reached if changes to the DIS document before publication as IS are neees- 
sary.

6. IS: International Standard. After being approved,a(F)DIS finally becomes an In-
ternational Standard under ISO Copyright. It tlius becomes an accepted document,
which provides a reliable basis for implementations and harmonized Solutions.

The explieit link between the LIRICS projeet and ISO has been established in order to 
enable the taking up of its Standardization work within an international eommittee, and 
so toensure the sustainabil ity of LIRICS resulls beyond the lifetime of the projeet, which 
ended in June 2007. LIRICS has been submitting tvvo new proposal items (SynAF:, now 
at CD level, and SemAF2 3, now at WD level) to the ISO eommittee and furtherdeveloping 
Standardisation projeets (LMF4 and MAF5) up to the DIS level. All those projeets are 
being continued now by ISO towards the IS Status.The ISO/TC 37/SC 4 Standardization 
group on the other side builds on past and existing Standardization projeets in the Held 
of language resources, and LIRICS has been an important catalyser for the ISO work 
on language resource management.

Currently, the Standards being discussed in TC 37/SC 4 coneern the markup of lexi- 
cal resources and the annotation of linguistic data at various language proeessing levels 
(morpho-syntax, syntax and semantics). For this purpose a general framework (Linguis- 
tie Annotation Framework, LAF) defining the representation of these phenomena is in 
development, with the purpose to enable interoperability between the various types of 
markup and annotation Information involved.

In this paper, we summarize the main aehievements of LIRICS and ISO/TC 37/SC 
4, which primarily coneern the markup of lexical resources and the annotation of lan-
guage data for interoperability in natural language proeessing. For this an infrastructure 
for linguistic annotation has been designed, which we describe in the next seetion. But 
before we also would like to mention some work that still remains to be done:

2 SynAF Stands for “Syntactie Annotation Framework”.
.3 SemAF Stands for “Semantic Annotation Framework".
4 LMF Stands for “Lexical Markup Framework”.
5 MAF Stands for “Morpho-Syntactic Annotation Framework”.
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1. Ensuring the interoperability not only of language data (including annotation) but 
also of language processing Systems; and

2. Proposing a higher level of descriptions for linguistic data and processes that Sup-
port their Integration in larger applications. Such a higher level of description and 
interoperability calls for the definition of a general hierarchy of descriptors used 
in markup and annotation, that is, an ontology of language resources. The topic 
of an ontology for language resources has already been the object of a Thematic 
Domain Group within ISO TC37/SC 4, since May 2007.

3. Going towards an ontology-driven web-based infrastructure for interoperable 
language resources and Systems. First developments are on the way, as e.g. the 
Language Grid project at NICT in Japan (see also http://langrid.nict.go.jp/),and a 
Cooperation between this project and LIR1CS/ISO has already been agreed on.

Those topics go beyond the scope of the present paper, vvhich concentrates on the lin-
guistic annotation of language data provided for interoperable language resources.

2 Actual state of development of Standards 
for language resources at ISO

The ISO/TC 37/SC 4 committee reached consensus on a general strategy for the rep- 
resentation of language data resources in the form of annotations. The strategy for the 
annotation of language data involves the following general principles:

• Separation of data and annotations (stand-off annotation strategy)
• Separation of user annotation formats and an exchange (“pivot”) format proposed 

by ISO
• Separation of annotation structure and content

Figure I: Framework for Linguistic Annotation. The comhination o f an-
notation scheine, data categories and language data contrihute to create 
language resources.

To implement these principles in a practical framework, the ISO committee first defined 
an abstract data model (also called meta-model or Schema) capable of representing an-
notations (or markup) of any type. The abstract model can be instantiated in any one of

http://langrid.nict.go.jp/),and
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several concrete formats; one of those defined as Ihe Standard format for annotations 
conforming to thc ISO specifications (the pivot format). Another component is a Iist of 
describing tags, or data categories, which provide precisely defined reference labeis 
that can be used in the concrete realization of the annotation. The definition assoeiates 
the data category labels provided for the semantics of the annotation. It is ollen said in 
the ISO terminology that the data categories decorate the meta-model. Figure 1 above 
illustrates the interrelation of those components in the annotation framework:

The Linguistic Annotation Framework

The abstract model for annotations is defined as a graph of feature structures referencing 
primary data and/orother annotations. Ageneric XML instantiation o f the abstract model 
is defined, to and from which specific annotation formats that conform to the abstract 
graph model can be mapped.The model and its instantiation togethercompri.se the ISO 
Linguistic Annotation Framework (LAF).

LAF provides a general framework for representing annotations that has beeil de- 
scribed elsewhere in detail (Ide and Romary, 2004,2006). Its development has built on 
common practice and convergence of approaches in linguistic annotation over the past 
15-20 years.

The core of the framework is specification of an abstract model for annotations 
instantiated by a pivot format, into and out of which annotations are mapped for the 
purposes of exchange.

Figure 2: Use o fth e  LAF pivot format

Figure 2 shows the Overall idea for six different user annotation formats (labeled A -  F), 
which requires two mappings foreach scheme — one into and one out ofthe pivot format, 
provided by the scheme designer. The maximum number of mappings among schemes 
is therefore In , vs. n2-n  mutual mappings without the pivot.

To map to the pivot, an annotation scheme must be (or be rendered via the mapping) 
isomorphic to the abstract model, which consists of (1) a referential structure for as- 
sociating stand-off annotations with primary data, instantiated as a directed graph; and 
(2) a feature structure representation for annotation content. An annotation thus forms
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a directed graph referencing «-dimensional regions of primary data as well as other an- 
notations, in vvhich nodos are labeled with feature structures providing the annotation 
content. Formally, LAF consists of:

1. A data tnodel for annotations based on directed graphs defined as follows: A graph 
of annotations G is a set of vertices V(G) and a set of edges E(G). Vertices and 
edges may be labeled with one or more features. A feature consists of a quadruple 
(G \ VE, K, V) where G ’ is a graph, VE is a vertex or edge in G ', K is the natne 
of the feature, and V is the feature value.

2. A base Segmentation of primary data (hat defines edges between virtual nodes 
located between each “character” in the primary data/’The resulting graph G is 
treated as an edge graph G ’ whose nodes are the edges of G, and which serve as 
the leaf (“sink”) nodes. These nodes provide the base for an annotation or several 
layers of annotation. Multiple segmentations can be defined overthe primary data, 
and multiple annotations may refer to the same Segmentation.

3. Seriali/.ations of the data model, one of which is designated as the pivot.
4. Methods for manipulating the data model.

Eigure 3: Possible interaction oflinguistic annotations and primary data.
The recuter can see that in tliis proposal the semantic annotation is building 
on the syntactic one, and has thus no direct pointer to the primary data.
One coidd also propose that the syntactic annotation has to build on the 
top o f  TOS annotation. 6

6 A charactcr is defined to be a contiguous byte sequcncc of a spccified length .For text, t 
default is UTF-16.
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Note that LAF does not provide specifications for annotation content categories (i.e., 
the labels describing the associated linguistic phenomena), for which Standardization is 
a much trickier matter. The LAF architecture includes a Data Category Registry (DCR) 
containing pre-detined data elements and Schemas that may be used directly in annota- 
tions, together with means to specify new categories and modify existing ones (see Ide 
and Romary, 2004a and the subsection below dedicated to the data categories).

LAF assumes that the primary data (the input to the annotation process) is not modi- 
fied by any annotation activity. For our purposes, the term primary data denotes the 
eleetronically available data that is used as point of reference for linguistic annotation. 
The “read-only” principle for primary data has not been respected in many annotation 
projects, which creates difficulties for merging annotations of either the same or differ-
ent types. An example of the ways in which annotation interacts with the primary data 
is shown in Figure 3.

The content and semantics of the annotation is given by the data categories. Since 
the linguistic annotation framework is dealing with multiple annotation types (for the 
time being Segmentation, morpho-syntax, syntax and semantics, to bc extended also to 
speech and multimodal Information), the annotation framework specilies a nuilti-layer 
approach (shown in more detail in Figure 4 below).

Figure 4: A possible representation o f tlie multi-layer approaeli. On the 
top o f  Segmentation (here with no content associated), morpho- syn tactic 
annotation is providecl, with lahel names and featm  e structures describ-
ing the content (data-categories) o ftlie annotation. This is sinülarfor the 
syntactic annotation layer.
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The data categories

We already mentioned above at various occasions that ISO/TC 37/SC 4 makes use of 
data categories for providing content to the annotations. Seme more details about data 
categories are given in this subsection.This presentation is largely based on the work by 
(Ide and Romary, 2004a), and we do not quote the citations we might make here7 8.

TC 37/SC 4 generally detines a data category as an elementary descriptor used in a 
linguistic annotation scheine, ln feature structure terminology, data categories include 
both attributes (hereafter called type descriptors) such as SYNTACTIC CATEGORY 
and GRAMMATICAL GENDER, as well as a set of associated atomic values taken by 
such attributes, such as NOUN and FEMININE, ln both cases it is distinguished between 
the abstraction (concept) behind an attribute or value, and its realization as some string 
of characters or other object. Data categories build in fact a formally defined set of 1 in 
guistic categories in common use within the language engineering community. This set 
of linguistic categories has several functions:

1. ll provides a precise semantics for annotation categories that can be either used 
“off the shelf” by annotators or modified to serve specific needs;

2. lt provides a set of reference categories onto which scheme-specilic names can 
be m apped;and

3. lt provides a point of departure for definition of variant, more precise, or entirely 
new data categories for use in language resource annotation.

ln order to support the creation of data categories and their management, a Data Category 
Registry (DCR) has been implemented within the context of TC 37/TC 4. The DCR for 
language resources was conceived as a reference for all existing or luture Standards in 
TC37 related to data modeling or data interchange. Since May 2007 a new implemen- 
tation of the DCR is being developed linder the more general umbrella of ISO/TC 37, 
thus including all subcommittees of TC 37 (Terminology and other language and content 
resources1*). This new Implementation carries the name “ISOcat”9.

Here we outline the first proposal for a DCR as developd within 1SO/TC37 SC4. This 
DCR was built around this fundamental concept/instance distinction. In principle, the 
DCR provides a set of reference concepts, while the annotator provides a Data Category 
Specification (DCS) that comprises a mapping between his or her scheme-specilic instan-

7 Scc also the work by Suc Ellen Wright (consult the list of references for the URL of onc of 
her paper on this topie).

8 Sec for more details on ISO/TC 37, which includes 4 subcommittees, dealing with different 
aspects of language resources, http://www.iso.ch/iso/en/stdsdcvelopment/tc/tclist/Teehnical- 
CommitteeDetailPage.TechnicalCommittce Dctail?COMMlD=1459

9 See for more Information on this development the slides by Mare Kemps-Snijders et al. 
at: http://isote.iso.Org/livelink/livelink/fetch/2000/2122/551445/551446/6693822/Sue_El- 
len_Wright_lSOcat-eonferenee.pdf?nodeid=6692352&vernum=0

http://www.iso.ch/iso/en/stdsdcvelopment/tc/tclist/Teehnical-CommitteeDetailPage.TechnicalCommittce
http://www.iso.ch/iso/en/stdsdcvelopment/tc/tclist/Teehnical-CommitteeDetailPage.TechnicalCommittce
http://isote.iso.Org/livelink/livelink/fetch/2000/2122/551445/551446/6693822/Sue_El-len_Wright_lSOcat-eonferenee.pdf?nodeid=6692352&vernum=0
http://isote.iso.Org/livelink/livelink/fetch/2000/2122/551445/551446/6693822/Sue_El-len_Wright_lSOcat-eonferenee.pdf?nodeid=6692352&vernum=0


tiations and the concepts in the DCR. As such, the DCS provides documentation for the 
linguistic annotation scheine in question. The DCS for a given annotation document is 
included or referenced in any data exchange to provide the receiver vvith thc information 
required to interpret the annotation content or to map it to another instantialion. Semantic 
integrity is guaranteed by mutual reference to DCR concepts.

This Version of the Data Category Registry supports multiple languages by provid- 
ing the following:

1. reference definitions for data categories in various languages;
2. data element names for the data categories in various languages;
3. description of usage in language-speciHc contexts, including definitions, usage 

notes, examples, and/or lists of values (e.g., GENDER takes the values masculine, 
feminine in French; masculine, feminine, neuter in German)

The management of the new DCR (ISOcat) will not be fully centrali/.ed, but will rather 
implement a structure designed to bring together the right expertise within a subfield of 
linguistic resources and at the same time ensure coherence within the registry. Accord- 
ingly, the decision process that leads to the introduction or revision of a data category 
into the registry will be organized in two broad Steps:

1. A selection process in which a committee of experts in a given domain, either 
identified by TC37 members or proposed by the relevant TC37 sub-committee 
chair, proposes a set of data categories relevant for that domain. The selection 
process will implement a cycle of proposal, publication, solicitation of public 
comment, revision, and approval not unlike the usual ISO processes and the 
similar processes employed by the W3C.

2. A harmonization process, managed by a DCR board consisting of a group of 
experts and a chair appointed by the TC37 plenary. The role of the board role is 
to ensure the coherence of new proposals vvith the scope of the registry and the 
data categories it already contains.

The creation of a single global data category registry for all types of language resources 
treated within TC37 will provide a unified view over the various applications of such a 
reference resource. However, for the purposesof both category creation and DCR access, 
the DCR will be organized according to thematic views, i.c. domains of activity, which 
include specialized subsets of the information in the registry. Given the on-going activities 
within TC37, we can envisage definable subsets of the DCR for at least the following: 
terminological data Collection, various types of linguistic annotation (morphosyntactic, 
syntactic, discourse !evel,etc.), lexical representation for both NLPoriented and tradi- 
tional lexicography, language resource metadata, and language codes.

We should also mention the creation of profiles vvith the DCR. Those profiles are 
similar to the thematic domains mentioned just above. The profiles ensure that a de- 
scriptor used in the DCR for more than one theme is ordered correspondingly vvith the 
actual dass of application, by the use of named space. This has certain consequences
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for the Organization of the data categories, since a flat list can no longer be assumed. 
And actually TC37 has created very recently a task force for proposing an ontology ot 
all the descriptors included in the DCR.

A concrete example: SynAF

In order to exemplify the general strategy, let ns have a look at the ISO Syntactic An-
notation Framework (SynAF), which has now been submitted for a CD bailot. SynAF is 
dealing with the description of a meta-model for syntactic annotation, which means that 
SynAF is describing elementary linguistic ( in fact syntactic) abstractions that support the 
construction and the interoperability of (syntactic) annotations and resources, as well as 
the procedure for the creation of data categories for syntactic annotation.

As concerning the meta-model, we assume that SynAF is dealing with two basic 
syntactic properties of human language: constituency and dependency. Thus SynAF 
deals with the representation (and annotation) of:

• linguistic constituencies, like Noun Phrases (NP),describing a structured sequence 
of morpho-syntactically annotated items, where we also consider constituents 
built from non-contiguous elements, and

• dependency relations, which can exist between morpho-syntactically annotated 
items within a phrase (an adjective is the modilier of the liead noun within an 
NP) or describe a specific relation between syntactic constituents at the clausal 
and sentential level (i.e. an NP being the “subject” of the main verb of a clause 
or sentence).

As should be clear now, SynAF' is not proposing a tag-set for syntactic annotation but is 
dedicated to describe a list of data categories, which is mueh easier to update and extend 
and which should represent a point of reference for particular tag-sets used in syntactic 
annotation of various languages, also in the context of various application scenarios. 
The list of data categories is in the SynAF approach structured in two sub-proßles: One 
for constituency and one for dependency relations. The readercan here observc that the 
level of structural Organization of data categories is increasing: we have now two sub-
profiles in the syntactic profile within the general list of data categories.

As already stated in the case of LAF, which is the general background for all specilic 
annotation frameworks, SynAF is about graphs. Nodes in a syntax graph can be both 
terminals (word-forms) and non-terminals (constituents). Nodes can be interrelated 
by Edges (between source and target nodes). This definition supports discontinuity (a 
constilucnt can be described by multiple edges). We noticed that this meta-model for 
syntactic annotation covers in fact all the examples of specific annotations in use in 
tree-banks for various languages we have been analyzing. This suggests that the ISO 
approach described above is in fact really supporting interoperability of annotation of 
language resources. The general picture of the meta-model for syntactic annotation ic 
displayed in Figure 5 below.
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Figure 5: Here the reader can see the interaction o f  nodes and edges in 
the annotation graphfor syntactic Information. The annotation o f  terminal 
nodes (T  nodes) is expected to he o f morpho-syntactic nature (or to he 
delivered directly hy the morpho-syntactic annotation framework (MAF) 
o f  ISO. Non-terminal nodes are hnilt, which are in f a d  the representation 
o f  constituency Information, on the top o f  which constituency Information 
can he annotated. The model allows also the direct annotation o f  words 
(and also traces) with dependency Information.

3 Rcsults and discussions
We have been presenting the actual state of work at ISO level on the Standardization 
of linguistic resources. The ISO TC37/SC4 proposes a generic linguistic annotation 
framework, which is applicable to a large variety of linguistic data, and which covers 
many languages in the world. This can be guaranteed also through the international and 
collaborative work in ISO committees.

Harmonized and standardized annotation as such is a very good means forensuring 
interoperability and reusability of language resources for applications dealing directly 
with language resources, like localization and machine translation. And we can observe 
in the work of ISO TC37/SC4 real advances and achievements, which will support this 
kind of applications.

But we are also aware of applications that can make use of linguistic resources which 
are not specific linguistic applications, like Business intelligence, Semantic Web applica-
tions and the like. For those applications there is a need for a further abstraction level in 
describing linguistic resources, in terms ofwhat kind of annotation they can need fortheir



specific processes. So the interoperability is here not only between language resources 
(being vvithin a language or between languages), but rather the interoperability between 
language resources as such and other types of data. An example can be seen in the use of 
linguistic Information in the context of the semantic annotation of multimedia material, 
whereas the Information delivered by the analysis of text being parallel to multimedia 
material (image or video) should be combined with the results of the content analysis 
of the image/video.There is a need here to link at a higher abstraction level of linguistic 
Information and content Information resulting from multimedia analysis.

There is promising work going on on integrating linguistic Information in the context 
of a general ontology of Information objects, including multimedia 'Information objects 
and linguistic Information objects (Linglnfo), this being done with the European K-Space 
project (http://www.k-space.eu). This need has been also recognized at ISO level, with 
the creation of two Working Groups, one on Multilingual Information Systems (MLIF), 
and one on Multilingual Ontologies. In the latter, a clear link between multilingual lexi- 
cal entries and ontologies should be described. But also at the level of infrastructures 
for language resources, a higher level of abstraction is needed, and here the Language 
Grid project (http://langrid.nict.go.jp/), led by NICT, is providing for a central starting 
point in defining web Services for accessing and processing language resources in a 
distributed manner. ISO TC37 is already starting to establish Liaisons and Cooperations 
with such initiatives.
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